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traktor kontrol s4 also includes a powerful and versatile audio interface built to handle the most earth-shaking sound systems. extensive and carefully placed connections let you connect turntables, cd players, instruments, midi gear and more providing all you need to take your performance to new heights. thanks to an ultra-wide frequency
response, traktor kontrol s4 mk2s audio interface delivers enough punch to rock any club. audio resolution of up to 24-bit/96khz will please even the most discerning ears. the s4 main output is equipped with 1/4 inch balanced stereo jacks and rca jacks for total flexibility. plug the unit into an external mixer or just go straight into a pa. use the

included sounds, explore more synthesis methods, and find out how to grow your musical style. learn new techniques like phase inversion, noise shaping, and reverb to create original sounds without relying on samples. use massive to play any sample-based sound and spend more time manipulating the samples, instead of just playing back your
performance. introduce yourself to your personal sound library and compare notes with other komplete users. you will learn how to play by ear, using a combination of earset selection, natural play and subtle editing. learn through a guided process from the basics to the highest level of expertise. you will have the opportunity to practice

professionally made synths, play over multiple rhythmic patterns, and mix in a live band environment. use massive as a looping and automation tool to practice practicing play, and grow your electronic chops.
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in this course, we will learn to use the tools used by electronic and non electronic musicians to create and manipulate music. using the komplete instruments, we will learn to practice play, use loops, create custom sounds, play chords, program drums and mix and match. we will use the massive synthesizer to manipulate samples and create new
sounds. our goal is to show how all of these tools work together and how they can be used to create full productions. this course is for anyone who wants to learn to produce songs and be able to use the kontrol s4 and komplete synthesizers to create a full production. in this course, you will gain the knowledge of how to be able to use the most

needed features that make the kontrol s4 the most popular portable controller for musicians and producers. you will have the opportunity to practice, record, and edit with the most sought after synthesizers. you will learn to follow the laws of music and produce music that is dynamic and compelling. this is the most wanted digital audio
workstation for the production of electronic music worldwide. komplete is the most powerful instrumentation for music production on the market. this is a great opportunity to get your hands on the latest version of komplete at a discount. this is the only version of komplete that is supported by native instruments and is a great way to get komplete

for a low price. this course will teach you to use the latest version of komplete and kontrol s4. you will use the instruments to create electronic and pop productions. by the end of the course you will know how to play, record, and edit music for a full production. 5ec8ef588b
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